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With high bandwidth, low interference, and low power 
consumption, optical network-on-chip (ONoC) has 
emerged as a highly efficient interconnection for the future 
generation of multicore system on chips. In this paper, we 
propose a new path-setup method for ONoC to mitigate 
contentions, such as packets, by recycling the setup packet 
halfway to the destination. A new, strictly non-blocking   
6 × 6 optical router is designed to support the new method. 
The simulation results show the new path-setup method 
increases the throughput by 52.03%, 41.94%, and 36.47% 
under uniform, hotspot-I, and hotspot-II traffic patterns, 
respectively. The end-to-end delay performance is also 
improved. 
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I. Introduction 

As more and more cores are integrated into a single chip, the 
global interconnect becomes a critical performance bottleneck. 
Traditional electronic interconnect is faced with problems such 
as low bandwidth, high power consumption, long delay and so 
on; which suggests it is not suitable for future interconnection 
networks [1]–[3]. In recent years, the development of optical 
devices, such as silicon waveguides, modulators, and 
resonators, [4]–[9] make optical interconnection a promising 
solution. Many different optical network-on-chip (ONoC) 
architectures have been proposed recently. Shacham and others 
[10] present a hierarchical ONoC, which is composed of both 
an electronic and an optical network. The electronic network 
sets up optical routers before the data transmission and tears 
down the reserved path thereafter. The optical network is 
employed to transfer the payload packets. Since optical buffer 
technology is still in its infancy, circuit switching has become a 
practical way to support ONoC, which is applied to various 
topologies [11]–[13]. Circuit-switched photonic network 
architectures take advantage of the optical spectrum by 
establishing a high-bandwidth light path dedicated for data 
transmission [14]. Lei Zhang and others [15] employ optical 
signals to control circuit switching, which reduces the power 
and latency of the circuit-setup phase. However, as the offered 
load increases, the path-setup packet holds some links and fails 
to reserve further links to the destination due to contention. 
Thus, the occupied links are wasted, resulting in low link 
utilization and low network throughput. Shacham and others 
used a negative acknowledgement (NACK) method to solve 
this problem. When the setup packet is blocked, NACK will be 
sent back to the source node. The source node will retransmit 
the setup packet to an alternative path. However, the partially 
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established path is not utilized. In this paper, we propose a 
hybrid of time and the hop-recycle method, which we will call 
HTHR, to release the occupied resources as soon as possible. 
The setup packet can be recycled at halfway, thus releasing any 
occupied resources. The established partial connection is fully 
utilized to increase the throughput.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, 
the details of the path-setup method are illustrated. A new, 
strictly non-blocking 6 × 6 optical router is also designed to 
support HTHR in section III. Simulation results in section IV 
show HTHR improves throughput and end-to-end delay 
performance. Finally, section V concludes the paper. 

II. New Path-Setup Method 

As 2D mesh is commonly used in ONoC, we take it as an 
example in our design. However, our method can easily be 
applied to higher-dimension meshes or other topologies. The 
ONoC consists of two overlapped networks — electronic and 
optical. In the traditional path-setup method, the path-setup 
packet goes from the source to the destination and reserves the 
whole path. When the path-setup packet arrives at the 
destination node, an acknowledgement (ACK) will be returned. 
The ACK goes back to the source node and configures the 
optical routers along the way. Upon the receipt of an ACK, the 
source node begins to send optical data. Since optical routers 
are configured in advance, optical data can be transmitted 
without being blocked. Upon the arrival of the optical data, all 
reserved links will be released, and other path-setup packets 
can compete to use them.  

If the port required by the path-setup packet is reserved, the 
path-setup packet will be blocked at this node and will have to 
wait until the desired port becomes available. During this 
period, the path-setup packet holds the established partial path 
from the source to the current node, therefore blocking more 
setup packets. To reduce network blocking, we propose HTHR 
to deflect the blocked path-setup packet to a particular port if 
certain conditions are satisfied. This particular port is referred 
to as the recycle port, and its corresponding node is referred to 
as the recycle node. There is a small recycle buffer in each 
node to store the temporary received payload packet. The 
recycle node will send an ACK packet back to the source node 
if the recycle buffer is not yet full. After the ACK packet is 
received by the source, optical data will be sent to the recycle 
node. The links in the path will be released after the optical data 
is received by the recycle node. However, the recycle node is 
not the destination node for such data. When the optical data 
arrives at the recycle node, it is converted to an electrical signal 
by an optical-to-electrical (O/E) conversion and is stored in the 
recycle buffer. Before its retransmission to the destination node,  

 

Fig. 1. Pseudocode for HTHR. 

HTHR algorithm 
/*Input: packet types, time table*/ 
Begin 
00 IF (path-setup packet) THEN 
01  Outport = xy-routing (current node address, destination address) 
02  IF (outport is local and unlocked) THEN 
03     Send path-setup packet to the outport; 
04     Lock the outport; 
05  ELSE IF (outport is local and locked) THEN 
06     Wait until the outport is unlocked; 
07  ELSE 
08     Calculating Tprd; 
09     IF (Rule l or Rule 2 is satisfied) THEN 
10       Outport = recycle port; 
11       IF(outport is unlocked) THEN 
12         Send path-setup packet to the outport; 
13         Lock the outport; 
14         IF (recycle buffer is full) 
15           Wait until recycle buffer is not full; 
16         ELSE 
17           Send ACK packet; 
18           Set recycle node address as current node address; 
19       ELSE 
20         Wait until the outport is unlocked; 
21     ELSE IF (outport is unlocked) THEN 
22       Send path-setup packet to the outport; 
23       Lock the outport; 
24     ELSE 
25       Wait until the outport is unlocked; 
26 ELSE IF (ACK packet) THEN 
27  Send ACK back to the source node or last recycle node; 
28  Set related micro-ring resonators on; /*configure optical router*/ 
29 ELSE /*optical packet*/ 
30  Release related links; 
31  Update time table; 
End 

 
 
it will undergo an electrical-to-optical (E/O) conversion. By 
applying the HTHR method, network blocking is greatly 
reduced; however, at the same time more OE/EO overhead 
(delay, energy consumption) in the recycle nodes is introduced. 
Hence, we employ the following rules to limit such frequent 
recycling. If either Rule 1 or Rule 2 is satisfied, then the path-
setup packet will be deflected. 

Rule 1: If Distancecurr_recy is equal to MaxHop, the path-setup 
packet will be deflected.  

Distancecurr_recy is the distance between the current node and 
the previous recycle node (or the source node). MaxHop is a 
predefined threshold to limit the maximum hops that a path-
setup packet can travel. 

Rule 2: If the desired port is reserved and Trecy is less than 
Tprd, the path-setup packet will be deflected.  

Trecy is defined as the total time from the moment the recycle 
node sends the ACK to the moment it receives the optical data. 
It is calculated in the current node and is the sum of the ACK’s 
traveling time and the optical data’s transmission time. The 
ACK’s traveling time is equal to the number of hops between 
the current node and the previous recycle node (or the source 
node) multiplied by the per-hop time of ACK processing. 
Optical data transmission time can be calculated by the optical 
bandwidth and optical data size. The predicted time for how 
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long a desired port will be unlocked is represented by Tprd, 
which can be calculated as follows: 

 _ ( ),p
avg new lckcurprdT T T T              (1) 

where p
curT  is the time when the path-setup packet arrives 

and Tlck is the initial time at which the port is locked. The 
average time the port will be locked is represented by Tavg_new, 
which can be calculated as follows: 

 _ _ (1 )( ),o
avg new avg old lckcurT T T T          (2) 

where Tavg_old is the average time the port has been locked and 
o
curT  is the time when the optical data arrives. The average of 

Tavg_old and the duration of time for which the port has been 
locked, is represented by Tavg_new. Initially, Tavg_old is set to be 
zero. The importance of Tavg_old and ( )o

lckcurT T is reflected in 
the weight coefficient α. If α is larger than 0.5, more credits will 
be given to Tavg_old. 

In HTHR, the recycle node address is added to the path-
setup packet and ACK. For the path-setup packet, the recycle 
node address is initially the same as the source node address. It 
changes when the path-setup packet is sent to the recycle port 
and is set to be the address of the current recycle node. For 
ACK, the recycle node address is set as the address of the node 
where it is generated. A detailed description of how HTHR 
works can be seen in Fig. 1. 

To realize HTHR, each node maintains a table named 
Recycle[port] and a local time table named Time[port][hop]. 
When an ACK enters the router from port pi, the ACK’s 
recycle node address will be recorded in Recycle[pi]. 
Recycle[pi] will be cleared when the related optical data arrives. 
Time[port][hop] records the result of Tavg_new. When a path-
setup packet arrives, the desired output port is given by the 
routing algorithm. The distance hi between the current node 
and the destination can be known. With hi and pi, we can check 
Time[pi][hi] to obtain Tavg_new. Knowing the length of time a 
port has been locked, we can calculate Tprd. Then, we can judge 
whether Rule 2 is satisfied or not. The following details how 
the time table is updated. When a path-setup packet arrives and 
reserves a certain port pi, the time will be recorded in Tlck[pi]. 
Once the port pi is released, using the address stored in 
Recycle[pi], we can calculate the distance hi between the 
current node and the next recycle node. With the results of hi, 
Time[pi][hi] adaptively updates itself. The updating method is 
given by 

[ ][ ] [ ][ ] (1 )( [ ]).o
new old lckcurport hop port hop portT T T T    

 (3) 
Told[port][hop] and Tnew[port][hop] are the previously 

recorded time and the newly recorded time, respectively. The 
size of the time table is determined by MaxHop. Originally, it is 

O(#port) × O(diameter), where #port is the number of ports 
and diameter is the maximum distance of any two nodes in the 
network. Now, the size of the time table is reduced to O(#port) 
× O(MaxHop). 

III. Recycle Optical Router (ROR) Architecture  

We propose a new router to support HTHR using XY 
routing algorithm, as is shown in Fig. 2. The new router has six 
bidirectional ports, with a recycle port to store the temporarily 
ejected data. The micro-ring resonators in the router are 
identical and have the same on-state resonance wavelengths 
mr. The new router uses the wavelength mr to transfer the data 
information. For example, if the optical signal is input from X– 
and output to port Y+, micro-ring resonator 7 will be powered 
on. Micro-ring resonators 5, 6, 4, and 2 will remain in an “off” 
state. Hence, the input signal will make a turn at micro-ring 
resonator 7 and output at port Y+.  

To have a compact area and low insertion loss, ROR is 
optimized to reduce the number of waveguides, micro-ring 
resonators, and waveguide crossings. Assuming the radius of a 
micro-ring resonator to be 5 µm, with spacing from the 
waveguides of 200 nm [16], the footprint of ROR is about 
15,376 µm2. ROR applies the XY routing algorithm, which is 
commonly used and free of deadlock. In the XY routing 
algorithm, the turns from Y to X dimension are prohibited. 
There is no need for the packets to switch between local and 
recycle ports. Hence, the number of micro-ring resonators can 
be reduced to 20. There is no resonator in the “on” state when 
the packets are transmitted in the same dimension. For example, 
if the packets enter through the X+ port and go to the X– port, 
the resonators along the path are all in the “off” state. This  
 

 

Fig. 2. 6×6 optical router for HTHR. 
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feature is helpful for saving power, because the micro-ring 
resonators consume no energy when they are in this state. The 
new router is strictly non-blocking because it guarantees an 
internal path from any input port to any output port, as long as 
no packets are destined for the same output. This can be proved 
by listing all the possible cases. This characteristic is important 
for improving network performance. 

IV. Performance Analysis 

We use network simulator OPNET to evaluate HTHR 
performance in terms of end-to-end (ETE) delay, throughput, 
and energy dissipation. ETE delay is defined to be the average 
total delay of a packet from its creation to its destruction at 
destination including: path-setup time, O/E and E/O conversion 
time, and transmission time. Throughput is used to measure the 
rate of the payload packets received by each node under a 
given offered load.  

The energy dissipation arises from two sources: electrical — 
which includes electrical switching fabric (including buffers) 
and inter-switch wires — and optical — which comprises O/E 
and E/O conversions, and optical routers. 

Uniform and hotspot traffic patterns are applied. Uniform 
traffic pattern means each core will be chosen as the destination 
with equal probability. In a hotspot traffic pattern, 10% of the 
total traffic will be sent to the hot area, and the rest of the traffic 
will be sent uniformly to other nodes in the network. Hotspot-I 
chooses the middle four nodes as hot areas, while hotspot-II 
chooses the corner four nodes as hot areas. The energy 
dissipations for a 5 × 5 crossbar and a link are 458.75 fJ/bit and 
755.6 fJ/bit/m, respectively — which were obtained by Orion 
[17]. According to [18], the O/E and E/O conversions consume 
21.52 fJ/bit and 60.87 fJ/bit, respectively. The static power of 
an optical switch is 400 µW. In (3), α is a weight coefficient 
and reflects the importance of Tavg_old and (Tcur - Tlck). In the 
simulation, we set α = 0.5 to maintain fairness. The size of the 
recycle buffer is set to four packets (1,024 bits), which is only 
about 15% of the total size of the general electrical router’s 
buffers. We could also increase the size of an optical packet, to 
say 512 bits, which would mean the recycle buffer would then 
have to accommodate two packets (1,024 bits). We obtained 
the energy consumption of a general router and recycle buffer 
router with different recycle buffers by Orion [17]. The recycle 
buffer router, which has different recycle buffers, consumes 
12.9% and 25.8% more energy than the general router without 
recycle buffers, respectively as seen in Table 1. 

We also conduct simulations of the proposed approach and 
the traditional approach, under different optical-packet sizes. 
From Figs. 3 and 4, we can see that the new, path-setup method 
increases the throughput by 52% under 256 bits optical  

Table 1. Energy consumption of different routers (mw). 

 General router Recycle buffer router 
Increase in energy 

consumption 

58.3389 65.8849 (1,024 bits) 12.9% Energy 
consumption 58.3389 73.431 (2,048 bits) 25.8% 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Throughput performance with optical packet 256 bits. 
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Fig. 4. Throughput performance with optical packet 512 bits.
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packet and by 43% under 512 bits optical packet. Although, 
when the size of an optical packet is 512 bits and the recycle 
buffer is accommodating fewer packets (two packets), the 
performance of throughput is still better than the traditional 
method. The percentage of the increment of throughput 
declines slightly. If the payload is bigger than the recycle buffer, 
it must be broken into multiple pieces to transmit, which will 
produce only a small additional path-setup overhead. 

The predefined threshold MaxHop, can be obtained by initial 
runs and optimization. We conduct simulations to show that a 
different recycle-hop threshold can partly influence the  
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Fig. 5. ETE-delay performance under different recycle hops. 
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Fig. 6. Throughput performance under different recycle hops.
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network ETE delay and throughput performance. In this paper, 
we only show the results of an 8 × 8 network. We assumed the 
recycle buffer has an infinite size and did the simulation 
without limiting the recycle time. The results are plotted in  
Figs. 5 and 6, which show the ETE delay and throughput 
performance as the traffic load increases. It is obvious that 
when the recycle-hop threshold is equal to five, the ETE delay 
and throughput performance are best. If the threshold value is 
set too small, the packet will be dropped many times, which 
will not utilize the advantages of circuit switching. In the 
extreme case, when the threshold value is equal to one, it is 
similar to packet switching. More (O/E) and (E/O) conversions 
will introduce more energy consumption. If the threshold value 
is set too large, it is similar to traditional circuit switching. The 
established partial connection will hold the related resources, 
which leads to congestion and network performance 
degradation. Thus, the choice of MaxHop will be a tradeoff. As 
a result, we use recycle-hop threshold MaxHop = 5, which is  

 

Fig. 7. ETE-delay performance under different traffics. 
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Fig. 8. Throughput performance under different traffics. 
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the average hop for an 8 × 8 mesh. 

 Next, we conduct the simulation of the proposed approach 
under four packets (1,024 bits) recycle buffers with traditional, 
one-in-three traffic patterns. Figures 7 and 8 show ETE delay 
and throughput performance, respectively. From Fig. 7, we can 
see that as the offered load increases, the increased contention 
causes latency to increase as packets have to wait for ports and 
links. When the offered load is low, the traditional method and 
HTHR have similar performance. As the offered load increases, 
HTHR has a better ETE-delay performance. HTHR can 
release optical links in a timely manner, thus improving optical 
links utilization. 

Throughput depends on the injection rate of a network. 
Ideally, throughput should increase linearly with the offered 
load. However, due to the limitation of network resources, 
throughput will saturate at a certain offered load. This can be 
seen from Fig. 8, when the offered load is low, the curves  
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Fig. 9. ETE-delay performance with different approaches. 
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Fig. 10. Throughput performance with different approaches. 
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increase linearly with the offered load but after saturation of the 
offered load, all remain steady. The throughput of HTHR 
surpasses that of the traditional method by 52.03%, 41.94%, 
and 36.47% under the uniform, hotspot-I, and hotspot-II traffic 
patterns, respectively. 

In addition, we make a comparative study among the 
traditional approach, the NACK approach [10], and the 
proposed approach with four packets (1,024 bits) recycle 
buffers; all under the uniform traffic pattern. Figures 9 and 10 
show the ETE delay and throughput performance, respectively. 
Because the path-setup packet will be transmitted several times 
and the partially established connection is not fully utilized, the 
ETE delay and throughput performance using the NACK 
approach is worse than the HTHR approach — which however, 
is almost the same as the traditional approach. 

Finally, we make an analysis of the energy consumption of 
the proposed approach. Table 2 gives energy dissipation under 
different traffic patterns. The static energy consumption for the 
packets waiting in the buffer is not calculated. The packet will 
undergo more O/E conversions and E/O conversions than the 

Table 2. Energy dissipation under different traffic patterns 
(nJ/packet). 

 Uniform Hotspot-I Hotspot-II 

Traditional 
method 

0.432 0.427 0.436 

HTHR 0.478 0.471 0.51 

 

 
traditional method when we use HTHR. Therefore, HTHR 
consumes a little more energy than the traditional method; this 
can be seen in Table 2. 

V. Conclusion 

To solve the problem of low utilization of traditional circuit 
switching for ONoC, this paper proposes a new path-setup 
method, HTHR. HTHR helps to reduce the blocking rate and 
fully utilize the partially established connection. To support this 
method, a strictly non-blocking 6 × 6 optical router is designed. 
Although we employ mesh to illustrate the design of HTHR, 
this new method can easily be applied to other topologies. The 
simulation results show that HTHR can improve the 
performance of ETE delay and throughput, under different 
traffic patterns. However, waiting time in the recycle buffer will 
introduce additional energy consumption. 
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